Abstract. In the present paper the author has defined a new method of strong Abel summability type [A, \}m and obtained a necessary and sufficient type of Tauberian conditions for ¿Zan to be summable [R, A, k]m, whenever it is summable {A, A}m. This result is analogous to one result of Flett [4] .
1. Let {X"} be an increasing sequence of nonnegative numbers tending to oo with n. The series 2a" is said to be strongly summable [R, X, k]m, k > 1 -^¡, to the sum s [5, 8] , if (1.1) i"\c\~\t) ~s\mdt = o(x), asx^oo, where c£(x) = 2K<x(l -\/x)kav.
It is noteworthy to remark that in [5] , Glatfeld uses a different notation.
We also write A*(*) * 2 (x -\)ka", Bk(x) -2 (x -K)\an.
K<x K<x
It is natural to define the series 2a" as summable [A, \}m (m > 1) if the series <KX) = S™=0 fl» expi-^n*) converges for all x > 0 and (1.2, riM-ç.-^.i-i-V asÄ^o.
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For in the special case \ = n this reduces after an obvious change of variable, to the definition of {A }m given by Flett in [4] . However we can put this definition in a simpler form. In fact, (1.2) is equivalent to the assertions that as R -> 0 + , r°° k>(*) -s\m J i \\
To prove this, we first note that, as Ä-»0 + , 1/(1 -e~R)~R-so that o(l/(l -e~R)) on the right of (1.2) can be replaced by o(j). Next, the assumption that 2~_0 a" exp(-\x) converges for x > 0 implies that the sum is bounded for x > 1 (see [6] Throughout we denote by M a positive constant, which may be different at each occurrence.
2. Introduction. Flett [3] has established that S^.Jt*!"1 = o(r) is a Tauberian condition for 2a" E {A}m to imply 2a" E [c, k]m, m > 1 and k > 0. The object of the present paper is to obtain an analogue of Flett's Theorem [3] and get a necessary and sufficient type of Tauberian condition for 2a" E {A, \}m to imply 2a" E [R, X, k]m.
3. We establish the following. Proof. Let m > 1. Suppose first that (i) and (ii) are satisfied. We have [7] (4.1) x~k+xAk-x(x) = x~kA^(x) + x-kB£-\x). uniformly in / by (3.1).
We consider now the contribution of the term S(x, t) to the integral on the left of (5.3); that is to say, r°° rx (5.6) I dt l xe-'xS(x,t)dx.
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Given e, there is an x0 such that, for x > x0 and all t > 0, S(x, t) < ext. Hence the contribution of S(x, t) to (5.6) if x > x0 is less than Once x0 has been fixed, the inner integral is less than or equal to e'^f^x dx = ce-"1 (c is a constant) and this gives the required result.
Let ju be a number such that 0 < m¡i < 1 and also mp < k. Then if m > 1, we have m'(l -ju) > 1, where ¿ + ¿ » 1. Now if u > x, then, by Holder's inequality when m > 1, and trivially when m = 1, we have Since e~tuu~m'1 is decreasing, we may omit the modulus in the integral if we put a -sign in front; another integration by parts now gives o(Xx-""ie-'x) + oiCe-^e-"^ du\.
Again by (4.3) the second term is o(X m>le~'x /t). Since tX > 1, this may be absorbed in the first term. Hence .k-mn and this yields /, = o(X).
Lastly, integrating by parts the inner integral in I2, we get (5.14)
The expression in curly brackets in (5.14) is equal to -f u du(uk-m»e-<») + 2 ( n"l)/'udu(uk-"»e-<u), JX Jx where the second term is to be omitted in the case tX > k -m/x. The first term may be dealt with in the same way as the corresponding term in the treatment of J2, and the second term may be estimated by noting that, uniformly in the range of integration, u = 0(7). We find that the expression in (5.14) is o(Xx+k~m>le~tX). This completes the proof of the theorem. Thanks are due to Professor B. Kuttner for his valuable suggestions on the revision of the paper and to the referee for his valuable comments.
